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Standard: C.CD.1 

 

Learning Tasks:   



Connecting the Graph of f(x) with the graphs of f’(x) and f”(x)
Please consider the graph of the following function. Please list the intervals of increasing, decreasing 

and maximums and minimums (as close as you 
can estimate) of the graph to the left. Please also 
list the intervals of concave up and concave 
down. 

Increasing:

Decreasing:

Max:                                  Min:

Concave up:

Concave down: 
Based on the graph of f(x) above please sketch the graph 
of f’(x). 

Please list the zeros of the derivative. Please 
also list the intervals of increasing and 
decreasing, maxs and mins, and intervals of 
concave up and down. 
Zeros: 

Increasing:

Decreasing:

Max:                                  Min:

Concave up:

Concave down:
Based on the graph of f’(x) above please sketch the graph 
of f”(x). 

Please list the zeros of the second derivative. 
Please also list the intervals of increasing and 
decreasing, maxs and mins, and intervals of 
concave up and down. 
Zeros: 

Increasing:

Decreasing:

Max:                                  Min:

Concave up:

Concave down:

Please describe any patterns you notice among the function, first, and second derivative. 
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Please consider the graph of the following function. Please list the intervals of increasing, decreasing 
and maximums and minimums (as close as you 
can estimate) of the graph to the left. Please also 
list the intervals of concave up and concave 
down. 

Increasing:

Decreasing:

Max:                                  Min:

Concave up:

Concave down: 
Based on the graph of f(x) above please sketch the graph 
of f’(x). 

Please list the zeros of the derivative. Please 
also list the intervals of increasing and 
decreasing, maxs and mins, and intervals of 
concave up and down. 
Zeros: 

Increasing:

Decreasing:

Max:                                  Min:

Concave up:

Concave down:
Based on the graph of f’(x) above please sketch the graph 
of f”(x). 

Please list the zeros of the second derivative. 
Please also list the intervals of increasing and 
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Connecting the Graph of f(x) with the graphs of f’(x) and f”(x)

Follow up questions: Please answer the following using complete sentences and precise 
mathematical language where appropriate. 

1. What do the zeros of the derivative appear to 
represent in regards to the original function? 

2. What do the zeros of the second derivative 
appear to represent? 

3. When the first derivative is above/below the x-
axis, what does that appear to represent in the 
original function? 

4. When the first derivative is increasing/
decreasing, what does that appear to represent in 
regards to the original function? 

5. When the second derivative is above/below the 
x-axis, what does that appear to represent in the 
original function? 

6. What does an extrema of the first derivative 
appear to represent in the original function? 

7. Consider the second derivative value at a critical 
point. How does the sign of this value appear to 
connect to the extrema in the original function?

8. If I told you the second derivative was always 
positive, what could you infer about the original 
function? Always negative? Zero? 

9. Please summarize what the first and second derivative tell us about the original function. 
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Calculus Honors Practice Problems 

 

1.  Let Ὢ ὼ
τ ὼȟ       ὼ ρ 
 πȟ            ὼ ρ

         (C.LC.1a) 

 
Determine the following limit:     ÌÉÍ

ᴼ
Ὢ ὼ     (Hint: Use the graph to calculate the limit) 

   

  
 a.  5   b.  4   c.  3   d.  0   e.  DNE 
 

2.  Determine the following limit:  ÌÉÍ
ᴼ
         (C.LC.1a) 

    
 a.  5   b.  4   c.  3   d.  0   e.  DNE 
 
3.  Use the following table to determine the ÌÉÍ

ᴼ
Ὢ ὼ           (C.LC.1a) 

  

x 1.7 1.8 1.9 2 2.1 2.2 2.3 

f(x) .05 .002 .000001 undefined .00001 .002 .05 
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11.  Use the graph to determine the following limits, and discuss the continuity of the function at . 
 ὭȢ  ÌÉÍ

ᴼ
Ὢ ὼ         ὭὭȢ  ÌÉÍ

ᴼ
Ὢ ὼ  ὭὭὭȢ  ÌÉÍ

ᴼ
Ὢ ὼ       (C.LC.2a) 

  
 a. 1, -1, DNE, not continuous  b.  1, 0, DNE, not continuous  c.  0, 1, DNE, not continuous  

d. -3, 0, DNE, not continuous  e. 0, 1, 0, continuous 
 
 
12.  Find the constants a and b such that the function f(x) below is continuous for all real numbers. (C.LC.2a) 
 

 Ὢ ὼ
φȟ              ὼ υ
ὥὼ ὦȟ υ ὼ ρ
φȟ             ὼ ρ

 

 
 a.  a = 2, b = -4  b.  a = 2, b = 0  c.  a = 2, b = 4  d.  a = -2, b = -4  e. a = -2, b = 0 
 
 
 

  13.  Find the x-values at which the function Ὢ ὼ  
 
is not continuous and identify the types of discontinuities. 

             (C.LC.2b) 
   a. x = 2 (removable), x = 4 (nonremovable) b. x = -2 (nonremovable), x = -4 (removable) 
   c. x = -2 (removable), x = -4 (nonremovable) d. x = 2 (nonremovable), x = 4 (removable) 
 
 
 
 

  14.  Find the x-values (if any) at which Ὢ ὼ  
 
 is not continuous.     (C.LC.2b) 

 
   a.  x = 0   b.  x = 2   c.  x = 0 and x = 2 d.  continuous everywhere 
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